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The ‘No Problem’ Newsletter Solution
Simply send us the Word files and an Xcel spreadsheet . . . your clients
will quickly receive a stunning, professionally designed and printed newsletter
in their mailbox. No muss, no fuss, no hassle. Have it just the way you want!
From two to sixty pages, full-color or not . . . our team of experienced
professionals will give you a completely unique look. A beautiful newsletter
designed to your specs. And, we’ll take care of all those pesky details and
problems along the way.

Need Web, Email,
Facebook Versions?

NO PROBLEM!

We supply these as part of your package.

Short on Copy?

NO PROBLEM!

We have a wide variety of timely articles on a
wide range of topics . . . from family and health
to business and technology.

Need Some Photos, Cover?

NO PROBLEM!

We have a vast library of professional stock
photos to suit nearly every need. Or, we will
send one of our photographers to your site
for a custom shoot.

Want to set it up youself?
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We will even send a graphics pro to your
office to help you streamline your
production, answer your questions and
solve any problems.

Remember, When it Comes to Newsletters . . .

It’s Our Job to
Make YOU Look Good!
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BUSINESS NEWS

Why Facebook ads are often
not profitable for some small businesses

"Happiness cannot
be traveled to
owned, earned,
worn or consumed.
Happiness is the
spiritual experience
of living every
minute with love,
grace and gratitude."
Denis Waitley

T

he revenue of Facebook ads is everincreasing, and small businesses are the
reasons why. But not all small businesses
profit. With 2.2 billion users every day,
Facebook will easily surpass $4 billion in
advertising this year. It has a global reach that
promises highly-targeted audiences.
All this can be managed with a small dollar
amount to begin if the audience is local. Why,
then, do 62 percent of small businesses not
make any money with their Facebook ads?
The reason has four parts:

1. N
 ature of Facebook

Facebook has become a friends & family
favorite, and enabling conversation is It's
first mission, according to Facebook itself.
It's an after-work pleasure for most. The
key idea is that people are taking a break
from work or are at home when they are on
Facebook. Something to remember.

2. The Service or Product

Consumer items like clothes, decorations,
games, and toys do sell on Facebook.
Maybe this is because Facebook ads come
to people when they are relaxed.
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3. Facebook Targeting

Facebook's targeting abilities are widely
acclaimed. Yet, it is sometimes impossible
to see whether your targeted ad hit the
target. You might get likes, comments,
or shares, but many times you won't
get them from your actual audience.
Why is this? Facebook claims that ads
are shared. Yet, the person who shares
is often not the target market. If your
results are bad, change targeting, but you
will probably never be able to confirm
whether any portion of your ad hit your
target. Consumer products that appeal
to nearly everyone work best. Service
niches, product niches, just won't work
as well. Business products won't work as
well either, though some do.

4. User Skill

Still, if you want to buy Facebook, you
must put in the time to become an expert
in its targeting and ad styles. An eyecatching meme-like ad with an offer
usually will attract likes and shares, which
expand your audience organically.

BUSINESS NEWS

The impact of target marketing
in small business

Book Review:

The dark shadows
of "The Four"

T

arget marketing, according to Inc.
magazine, is collecting information
to determine your ideal customers
among those who also need and will
pay for your product or service. For
these purposes, you need their age,
gender, family size, education level, and
occupation. To find out where they are,
you need their zip codes, size of the area,
its population, and climate.
How does your ideal customer decide
to make a purchase? The answer helps
you determine why they buy what you're
selling, how much of it they need, and
how often they must buy it. Most social media profiles for your business
provide a free demographic breakdown of customers like yours. Zip Codes
can furnish vast amounts of info from the U.S. Census Bureau.
If you're currently in business, your sales data clearly show what your
customers are buying, when, and their purchase prices, among other data.
For the essential feedback, talk to them in person or on the phone, conduct
a few customer surveys. You don't need a ton of responses to acquire a
pretty good sense of your customer base.
In addition to the basic demographics, these should be among the
takeaways from your target customers: Is the distance to your location a
problem? Parking? Public Transportation? Do, or can you, deliver? How do
they make a living? Knowing what your primary customers do can help you
adjust your hours to fit their needs or devise special offers. Having an idea
of the money they can or are willing to spend can help with your pricing.
With this kind of information, you can confirm some of your assumptions
regarding your customers and dismiss others.
Practical target marketing is almost always beneficial. And genuine
interaction with your patrons – plus giving them what they want – is almost
always a pathway to loyalty and future growth.

Younger workers think work flexibility is a right
Millennials and college students don't expect to go to work at a desk
and stay there. Surveys abound as to younger workers' beliefs in their
workplace rights.According to Inc. magazine: 29 percent of college
students think being able to work remotely with a flexible schedule is
a right, not a privilege; 66 percent of Millennials say lack of flexible
scheduling has caused them to leave a job; 76 percent of Gen-Xers say
they look for jobs with flexibility that will still let them get promoted;
But 72 percent of working parents think those who work flexible hours
have fewer chances for promotion.

According to serial entrepreneur and
NYU business professor Scott Galloway,
they're The Four Horsemen of technology
and digital media. In his best-selling "The
Four: The Hidden
DNA of Amazon,
Apple, Facebook, and
Google," Galloway casts
a harsh light on the
dark features of their
business models and
impact on society. He
calls out Apple for its
eagerness to become
a luxury brand that
maintains high prices
for its devices. Google, he writes, seeks the
image of a public utility. Amazon continues
to devour the retail marketplace while leaving
local shopping mails deserted if not already
closed. Facebook? According to Galloway,
it's now "the world's biggest seller of display
advertising – an extraordinary achievement,
given Google's brilliant takeover of
advertising revenues from traditional media
just a few years ago." Indeed, Galloway
foresees Google and Facebook ultimately
in command of more advertising media
spending than any two firms in history.

Less taxes

According to the book, when the average
tax rate for the S&P 500 was 27 percent, The
Four Horsemen paid much less. Apple paid
17 percent of its profits in taxes, Google 16
percent, Amazon 13 percent and Facebook
4 percent. Meanwhile, the overall impact
of The Big Four continues to alter the
economy, impede the growth of innovation,
and stifle competition. They don't have
many employees, but they do have millions
to spend on D.C. lobbyists. Nevertheless,
Galloway believes the breakup of Big Tech
will occur because "We're capitalists."
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Now is a good time for a Business Loan

"When I started
counting my
blessings, my whole
life turned around."
Willie Nelson

By R. Bruce Gemmill

Senior Vice President & Chief Marketing Officer
MainStreet Bank

L

ess than two weeks ago the Federal Reserve
lowered interest rates .25 basis points. Usually
the FED lowers rates to bolster an uncertain
or weak economy. For businesses, lower interest
rates offer opportunities to expand.

Now is a good time for businesses to
borrow money. During periods when lower
interest rates prevail, banks become magnets
for businesses eager to borrow knowing there
will likely be discretionary money left over
after paying the interest on the loan. The lower
the interest, the more the business can borrow
to fund expansion, purchase equipment,
refinance loans and lines of credit, acquire
market compatible companies or even buy out
partners or investors.
Borrowing money at interest rates this
low provides a comfortable level of certainty
for business owners looking for a sound
sleep. Low rates won’t stay forever. Higher
rates will return, and the difference between
interest rates now and five years from now are
enormous. Another thing to consider is that
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qualifying for a loan when rates are lower is
easier than applying for the same-sized loans
under a higher-interest-rate environment.
Smart executives will take advantage of the
FED’s decision to lower rates by refinancing
loans and lines of credit to minimize the
inherent risk of being committed to an expensive
loan. Also, when rates are high, businesses often
take out variable-rate loans since these types of
loans usually carry lower interest rates. The fees
typically associated with refinancing are usually
well-justified and offset by the long-term savings
realized with a lower rate.
Other circumstances that justify jumping
on the low interest rate loan bandwagon
include buying out partners or investors.
Over time, business partners find they are
not as aligned as they once were. Agreement
is harder to reach on a multitude of business
decisions, or perhaps your business was
started with seed money from family or
friends who no longer want to tie up their
money any longer. This low interest rate
environment offers the opportunity to go
to the bank and borrow money to buy out
partners or pay back investors.

BUSINESS NEWS

Finding the Right Bank for Your Business

Now that you’ve decided to take advantage of these low interest rates and take out a loan,
you’ll need a bank that does more than lend the money. You’re going to want a partnership with
a banker who will understand your goals, needs and you’re approach to running your business.
In other words, you’ll need a relationship with a person and not the bank. After all, it’s very
difficult to have a good relationship with an inanimate object. Beyond a banker with whom you
have confidence, the person needs to be accessible, responsive and willing to offer suggestions
that may include a different approach from what you have in mind.
Once you have identified a banker or two with whom you would feel comfortable
working, you need to research the bank for whom that banker works. After all, it’s
important to know that whatever you and the banker discuss is the best route to take
in reaching your goals, the bank for whom they work has a reasonable loan process.

What is the best bank? There are seemingly hundreds of banks in the Alexandria and
surrounding area. For most businesses, the best bet is a community bank. Granted, I
am biased, but having had my own small business for over 20 years, I am speaking from
experience. Community banks are the backbone for small business. Don’t take my word
for it. The FDIC 2017 Annual Report stated that community banks are the “lifeline to
entrepreneurs and small enterprises of all types.” In general, community banks, both
local and regional, provide 43% of the loans for small businesses and farms, and a
whopping 75% of all deposits throughout 1,200 counties in the United States.
Beyond loan and deposit relationships with small business, community bank
employees live, work and spend their downtime in the same communities where
their customers do. They are your neighbors and your friends, and as such, they are
personally invested in the success of your business and the community.
Community banks are more flexible, meaning they are more likely to customize
a package to suit your individual needs than imposing the customary, rigid cookie
cutter format found at large banks. Additionally, bankers and executive officers at
community banks are more easily accessible to usher along a loan process or to
answer questions and concerns after a relationship has been established.
Community bankers get to know the customer, providing a value add not generally given by the
large banks. Local bankers go beyond assisting businesses and individuals with financing. I can tell
you at my bank, MainStreet Bank, our bankers take the time to combine loan agreements with
resources to help you and your business thrive, such as treasury management services to enhance
your financial assets and to help your business run more smoothly. We also provide counseling on
business management, debt management, and even helping to identify predatory loan offerings.
All of these consulting services come free of charge just by talking with your community banker.
Community banks are thriving, even though recent consolidation within our industry may
suggest differently. Mergers and acquisitions don’t necessarily negatively impact the nature
of community banks since most of the community bank mergers have been between other
local banks. Keeping it “in the family,” so to speak, helps to maintain the value and integrity of
community banking and its importance to our area’s small businesses.
In the low interest environment, do yourself and your business a favor and let a community
banker review your situation. It’s a free consultation with only an upside for you. We’re all about
the customer experience and community involvement. Our banking technology changes the way
business conveniently performs transactions, but in the end, it remains how we, as community
bankers, can better serve the business community with personal, customized and prompt service.
R. Bruce Gemmill is Senior Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer for MainStreet Bank, a local community bank
based in Fairfax with branches throughout Northern Virginia and a new branch opening soon in Washington, D.C.
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YOUR FINANCES

Joint checking accounts right for some, not all

"Gratitude is the
sweetest thing in a
seekers life – in all
human life. If there
is gratitude in your
heart, then there
will be tremendous
sweetness in your
eyes."
Sri Chinmoy

J

oint checking accounts can be a prickly
topic, but a bit of thought and planning can
be enough to alleviate the misgivings (or
convince you it's not right for your situation).
As a basic premise, joint accounts mean
equal access to deposit, withdraw, and
transfer money. There are legalities to be
aware of regarding survivorship rights and
the like – regardless of whether it's family on
the account or not – so always consult with
an attorney.
Here are a few scenarios to consider,
though there are certainly many more
iterations:

• Young and newly married. A joint checking

account may help manage scarce resources.
However, you must have spending rules and
communicate about when bills are paid and
who pays them. If one spouse is in debt, you
have to agree that all resources will be used to
pay off the debt using the joint account. You
must agree to how this will be done and then
follow the plan.

• Married later in life, with established

separate incomes. A joint account may not be
necessary. A combination might work: a joint
account to pay bills and separate accounts for
personal spending. Or just divide the bills.
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• Retirement. An important factor: make sure

both spouses are signers if you have separate
accounts. This ensures the bills can still be
paid if one of you falls ill or is incapacitated.
Rather than establishing joint accounts, you
can take care of people in other ways. Set up
accounts to be "payable on death" if you want
to name someone as direct beneficiary; Set
up durable powers of attorney, which give
access to accounts in certain circumstances
(illness, incapacitation, etc); and for minor
children, set up accounts in trust or UTMA
— Uniform Transfer to Minors Act — where
you can serve as custodian, but the money is
legally the child's

Christmas delivered

If you hate debating over Christmas trees at
the local lots, Amazon has an alternative.
According to the Associated Press,
Amazon will deliver North Carolina Fraser
firs with Prime shipping and pre-ordering.
They promise that all live trees will be
shipped within 10 days of being cut down
and will survive the trip to your door.
Despite the convenience, the National
Christmas Tree Association is skeptical
that buyers will want a tree sight unseen.

YOUR FINANCES

Starting your teen off on a few
lessons on banking

W

hat's almost as scary as your teen
learning to drive? Your teen with
money. Maybe scary is too strong a
word. But as with most endeavors where
our children move into independence,
there's some trepidation. Have they
learned the lessons we tried to teach
them? Will they be mindful?
One rite of passage includes the teen
checking account, their first foray into
handling money on their own … or semi
on their own. If your child is under 18,
you'll likely have to be a joint owner;
you'll be able to monitor transactions and
access accounts.
Other options include getting your
teen a prepaid debit or credit card. You
could set up an allowance in a checking
account into which the teen can also deposit income from work. They can then
use a debit card to pay their expenses. A prepaid credit card will avoid the need
for a checking account, but also not teach a teen how to use an account.

Some of the things you'll have to teach your teen
• How to write a check. We all sometimes need paper. Still.
• Interest rate and monthly fees. Some accounts have fees and if your

account has them, teach your teen when they apply.
• Overdraft fees and overdraft policy. Teens must not overdraft their account
and, if they do, fees will quickly eat up a teen paycheck. You might want to
monitor a teens checking account to make sure they haven't overdrawn.
Teens have to understand that overdrafts and fees can't be ignored.
• Mobile Banking. Teens are going to use their phone. Text alerts and email
can be sent to both the teen and parents.

Siri, can you loan me $20?

We give voice commands to devices that can adjust the temperature in
our house, lock the door, turn the lights on and off, play music, and go
shopping. So why not banking? In fact, companies are already using it.
According to Harvard Business Review, Capital One introduced an Alexa
skill in 2016 that enabled users to interact with their accounts. They
could also have Alexa check in with Chase about their spending during
the last six months. Best Innovation Group launched a platform that
allows banks and credit users to offer voice-first banking. Users can pay
their mortgage, transfer money between accounts, and access balance
and account history. The platform works with Alexa and with Google
Assistant voice services.

Computer Security
Day: November 30
Yes of course: computer security
should be serious business EVERY
day. But it's good to have a reminder.
An article on BBVA, one of the largest
banks in the world, says the observance
began in 1988 after the first
case of malware, known
as the Morris Worm.
Although we are much
savvier today, we are also
faced with constant threat.
Toward that end, here
are some suggestions for
observing the date:

• Improve your passwords.

Hopefully you aren't one
of the millions who use
"123456" or "password,"
each of which made it to
the Top 10 most common
passwords in 2019. Use
a password manager
like LastPass, which
stores and encrypts your
passwords – and enables you to use
something ridiculous that you'd never
remember.

• Keep your software up-to-date.

Yes, your laptop's wallpaper gets
wiped out and everything on your
phone gets moves around or doesn't
work the same . . . but if you don't have
the latest version, you don't have the
latest protection.

• Don't click on links that seem a little
off – even if they come from someone
you know. Learn about the various
scams and how to protect yourself.

• Log out of banking or shopping sites
after you've visited them

• Back up your data regularly.
If something happens to your
computer, you'll likely have to erase
everything and reboot.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Diabetes affects every part of the body

"Some people want
it to happen. Some
wish it would
happen. Others
make it happen."
Michael Jordan

U

ntil now, you may not have thought much
about diabetes. You probably know people
who have type 2 and they seem to be OK.
It makes you wonder, "How serious can it be?"
The answer is blunt: Diabetes can be a killer.
Before the development of insulin in 1921,
diabetes was always fatal. Today there are
many treatments, but people are still dying
from the disease.
According to the American Diabetes
Association, diabetes was the seventh leading
cause of death in the United States in 2015
based on the 79,535 death certificates in
which diabetes was listed as the underlying
cause of death. In 2015, diabetes was
mentioned as a cause of death on a total of
252,806 certificates.
While deaths from cancer, heart disease
and stroke have declined significantly since
1987, deaths from diabetes increased by 45
percent. And that percentage will grow with
each passing year unless individuals begin to
take prevention more seriously.
One of the keys to diabetes prevention and
treatment is getting a fasting plasma glucose
test. This measures your blood glucose after
you have gone at least eight hours without
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eating. People who are overweight, don't
exercise, and feel tired should see their doctor
for a test.
Normal fasting glucose is below 100 mg/
dl. A person with pre-diabetes has a level
between 100 and 125 mg/dl. If the level is
above 126, the person has diabetes. The good
news is that even if your glucose level is high,
you can keep from getting type 2 diabetes. But
you have to get serious about doing it.

• Get 30 minutes a day of regular exercise.
You'll have to do it anyway if you move
to type 2, so why not walk or exercise to
prevent it?
• Have a better diet. For diagnosed type
2 diabetes (and even for pre-diabetes), a
ketogenic diet can help shed pounds while
keeping sugar levels low. The diet cuts out
foods such as bread, rice, pasta, and many
fruits. People on an insulin regimen should
be closely monitored by their doctor if they
use a ketogenic diet. They might be at risk
for developing low blood sugar.
• Lose a few pounds. Exercise and proper diet
help, but also look at portion size. Even a five
percent weight loss makes a difference, but
10 percent reduces type 2 risk by 58 percent.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Diabetes Month: Turn a card, take a
walk, lose a pound

W

hat connection could there possibly
be between a card game and
diabetes? The Royal London Hospital
reports that for every two hours you
spend watching television daily, your
risk of diabetes rises by as much as 14
percent. When you play games like cards
and Scrabble, you are less likely to be
snacking than when you watch TV. The
hospital also found that when one spouse
has diabetes, the other's risk of getting
the disease is doubled. Diabetes is not
contagious, but a "diabetes lifestyle" is.
During November, check your own risk
factors. Search the Internet for American
Diabetes Month and click on the Diabetes Risk Test. If your score is high, you
may have pre-diabetes. The good news is that the recent Diabetes Prevention
Program study conclusively showed that people can prevent the development
of type 2 by making changes in their diet and increasing their level of physical
activity. They may be able to return their blood glucose levels to the normal range.
The study showed that medications may delay the development of diabetes,
but diet and exercise work better. Just 30 minutes a day of moderate physical
activity coupled with a five percent to 10 percent reduction in body weight
resulted a big reduction in risk. People are getting the message. Undiagnosed
cases in black and Hispanic men, for example, have dropped dramatically in
the last three decades.
People who have type 2 diabetes should follow their doctors' instructions to
avoid the complications of diabetes: heart attacks, eye disease, nerve damage,
and kidney failure.

On a Keto diet for diabetes?
Skip the cheat day to save heart health

A low-carb dieter's cardiovascular system might be at risk when the dieter
engages in a cheat day, new research says. University of British Columbia
(Okanagan) researchers conducted an experiment to find out the effects
of a sudden sugar hit on low-carb dieters. Nine healthy young men were
recruited to stay on a seven-day high fat, low-carbohydrate diet. Before
and after the diet, each drank a 75-gram sugar drink. Researchers initially
suspected there would be an inflammatory response or reduced tolerance
to blood sugar. According to Science Daily, instead they found biomarkers
in blood suggesting that blood vessel walls were being damaged by the
spike in sugar. Researcher Jonathan Little told Science Daily that the effects
of the glucose hit were a little alarming. He advised those on a keto diet to
reconsider a cheat day, especially if they are at risk for cardiovascular disease.

How many calories
are in your family's
Thanksgiving dinner?
Oh, baby. We just went there.
Forewarned is forearmed, right? Or
something like that. You can stick your
head in the sand, or you can have some
facts and prepare for the onslaught (a
little pre-holiday salad or extra workouts,
say). So for those who
prefer to be informed,
here goes:

“Thanksgiving dinner
can easily be worth
3,150 calories”
Thanksgiving
dinner can easily be
worth 3,150 calories,
according to the
Calorie Control
Council, whose website
includes a chart that
outlines 159 grams of
fat as well. Their sample
dinner didn't even
include skin on the
turkey and only counted one serving of
cornbread, one tablespoon of butter, and
one slice of pie. And no booze.
More likely, we're all headed for more
than 4,000 calories, practically two days'
worth of calories in one meal. And
our carbs can easily approach an eyepopping 500 grams.
The Council doesn't recommend
avoiding Thanksgiving dinner but does
provide some tips for reducing the
calorie count and for preparing yourself.
This includes exercise, eating something
healthy beforehand so you don't go into
a meal famished, socializing away from
the table of food, and using a smaller
plate to encourage portion control.
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Winter is on the way, be careful . . . these
factors may combine to cause hypothermia

"Gratitude is riches.
Complaint is
poverty."
Doris Day

F

our conditions determine whether a
person who is working outside will develop
hypothermia: temperature, rain, wind, and
inappropriate clothing. A combination of two
or more can result in this life-threatening
medical emergency.

“Contrary to what many people think,
alcohol does not warm up a cold person.”
People most associate hypothermia with
very cold days. But at temperatures in the 60s
and 70s, it can easily happen if someone is wet,
say doctors at the University of Tennessee
Lifestar Air Medical Helicopter Transport
Service in Knoxville.
It's important to take steps to avoid
hypothermia yourself. But because fellowworkers may not be aware that they need
medical treatment, it's up to those nearby to
take care of them. Watch for these symptoms in
yourself and others: shivering, slurred speech,
poor coordination, and confusion. When
people with hypothermia stop shivering, they
can lose consciousness and die if not treated.
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Contrary to what many people think,
alcohol does not warm up a cold person.
Rather, it interferes with the body's ability
to retain heat. Never drink alcohol to
keep warm or give it to others. To prevent
hypothermia:

• Dress appropriately and stay dry. Wear
several layers of clothing, and a windblocking jacket.

• In rain, cover yourself with a poncho or a

plastic trash bag if that's all that is available.
Water causes heat loss 30 times faster
than air, according to the National Safety
Council.

• If a co-worker or friend is shivering and
behaving oddly, get the victim to a warmer
place. If he is wet, get him dry. Until
medical help arrives, use a blanket or your
own body to warm him.

Inexperienced campers and hikers can be
hypothermia victims, too. If a fellow camper
begins to shiver and do crazy things, that
could be a warning sign. To increase warmth,
get into a sleeping bag with him.

OF INTEREST

Veterans Day . . . a time to honor all
those who served

T

he 11th hour of the 11th day of the
11th month November 11, 1918, is
recognized as the end of the world's
first global conflict, World War I.
In 1938, November 11 was named
Armistice Day in recognition of those
who served. Then came World War II
and the greatest mobilization of armed
forces in history. After that, American
forces fought in Korea.
So in 1954, the 83rd Congress
changed Armistice Day to Veterans
Day to honor all who served. Veterans
Day National Committee services
are held at Arlington Memorial
Amphitheater. It is built around the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier at Arlington National Cemetery, property
that once belonged to General Robert E. Lee. At 11 a.m., a color guard
representing all military services honors the Unknown Soldier with "Present
Arms," the laying of a Presidential wreath, and the playing of "Taps."
Though these services are held at Arlington, the primary focus of Veterans
Day is on veterans who are alive and with us today. They are honored with
parades and speeches. To all veterans working among us, we sincerely say,
"Thank you for your service."

Children's Books on Veterans
How many times has the story been repeated? A child and parent visit
the Vietnam Memorial Wall, and there they trace the name of a beloved
grandfather. This is the theme of "The Wall," a story for children ages foureight by Eve Bunting. It is one of several children's books on Veterans and the
meaning of war you'll find posted on the website of Operation We Are Here.
The military resource organization also offers Thank You Cards that can be sent
to veterans. See the book list and cards at: OperationWeAreHere.com

Just when you had enough of
Halloween and costumes

The idea of parading around in costumes and asking for goodies has
been around in North America for two centuries. Except it used to be on
Thanksgiving. In 1897, the Los Angeles Times reported that Thanksgiving
was the busiest time of the year for manufacturers of false faces. Kids in
masks actually went around asking adults: Anything for Thanksgiving.
According to Atlas Obscura, the adults would then pony up some candy.
By the 1930s the whole masked bandit routine was firmly transferred to
Halloween. And there it stays.

In Canada
it's called
Remembrance Day

The cannons of World War I were
barely silenced when Canadians
began looking for ways to honor their
war dead. One of the most touching
commemorative efforts is also among
the least conspicuous. The Memorial
Chamber of Books
of Remembrance are
in the Center Block in
the Peace Tower of the
Parliament Buildings.
They name 116,031
Canadians who died
while serving in
military campaigns
outside Canada. The
chamber was opened
by the Prince of Wales
on August 3, 1927. It
occupies the second
level of the Peace Tower
and attracts more than
500,000 visitors annually.
The Books of
Remembrance, now one each for
World War I, World War II, Merchant
Navy, Korean War, the Nile expedition
and the Province of Newfoundland, rest
on six altars. In 2005, a seventh book,
In Service of Canada, was dedicated
listing members of the Canadian forces
who have died since the close of the
Second World War book.
The poppies sold for Remembrance
Day recall the poppy fields of
Flanders, a historic region now in
parts of Belgium, France and The
Netherlands. They are eulogized in
Canadian physician John McCrae's
poem "In Flanders Field," which begins
"In Flanders field the poppies blow/
Between the crosses, row on row."
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OF INTEREST

All the devices, all at once: Wi-Fi 6 on its way

"When it comes to
life the critical thing
is whether you take
things for granted
or take them with
gratitude."
G.K. Chesterton

I

f you keep up with the latest gadgets, you
might have noticed that some of this year's
releases of laptops and phones boasted of
Wi-Fi 6 compatibility.

But what does that mean?
It's the latest version of wireless
capability, designed to increase speeds,
reliability, and range. Or as an article
in Wired pointed out, it's connectivity
designed for a world where we have
multiple devices running at once.
Wi-Fi standards are established by the
Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers approximately every five years,
with the last round in 2014. Amusingly
enough, the geeky group only recently began
giving its standards layman-friendly names
like "Wi-Fi 6." Wi-Fi 6, in some circles, is also
known as 802.11ax.
So why should you care? Only the devices
that have been certified compatible can access
Wi-Fi 6, which, says Wired, will allow more
devices to simultaneously operate on the
same Wi-Fi.The result: your device could
experience four times the capacity and four
times the throughput, or how much data
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moves from one spot to another. There's also
better security.
Most manufacturers aren't expected to
fully adopt Wi-Fi 6-compatible equipment
until next year, and the ones already out are
significantly pricier than current models. But
once everyone's on board, get ready – you'll
need new ways to keep your kids off their
devices once they figure out everyone in the
family can indeed stream at once.

Foods with extremely
long shelf-lifes
• White Rice: In an air-tight container in

temperatures below 40 degrees, it lasts up
to 30 years.
• Honey: With an airtight seal, honey can
last decades, if not centuries.
• Soy Sauce: When sealed, it lasts for years.
• Sugar: With an airtight seal, sugar can
easily last decades.
• Dried Beans: Shelf-life 30 years.
• Authentic, pure maple syrup: Properly
sealed, it can last for decades, if not
hundreds of years.

OF INTEREST

Entrepreneur: Richard Branson, born
to beat the odds

MONEYWISE
Tech Trends

orn in London in 1950, Richard
Branson dropped out of high school
at 15. A dyslexic, he wanted no formal
education. No business training either. All
he wanted was to become an entrepreneur
fast. His headmaster told him he'd become
a millionaire or wind up in prison.

It has been a busy year in the tech
world (isn't it always?), from the latest
gadgets to improved wireless speeds
and expanded coverage. So what can we
expect heading into 2020? Even more.
Here are some trends to keep an eye on:

B

• 5G. All of the major carriers are

After failed attempts to grow and sell
Australian parakeets and Christmas
trees, Branson started a magazine named
Student. In addition to advertising
popular records, he also interviewed
and wrote stories about such luminaries
as Mick Jagger, writer James Baldwin,
journalist James Cameron and actress
Vanessa Redgrave.

promising access to 5G
networks in the coming
year, though how it
plays out remains to
be seen. Expect more
devices and more access,
but continued kinks.

The first issue of Student came out in 1968. A year later, Branson was worth
about $50,000. So Branson opened a record shop on Oxford Street in London
but he soon got in trouble with customs.
A year later, Branson co-launched the record label Virgin Records. An
early employee suggested the name because all of them knew so little about
business. Virgin went on to sign such bands as the Rolling Stones, Peter
Gabriel, Steve Winwood and Paula Abdul, among others. In a few years, it
became the largest independent record label in the world.
He went on to found Virgin Group, a venture capital investment firm
that today has interests in more than 60 businesses with planes, trains and
spaceships bearing the Virgin name. In 2004, Branson introduced a new space
tourism company, Virgin Galactic, to take paying passengers into suborbital
space. Tickets: $200,000 each.
Now 69, Branson loves to set impossible challenges and try to rise above
them. According to Forbes, Branson's net worth today is $5.1 billion.

Is your lifting posture correct?

heading into 2020

• More Artificial
Intelligence. Facial

recognition and the
ability to understand
concepts without human
aid. A subset of AI,
machine learning, also
continues to evolve.

• Blockchain.
Cryptocurrency is
becoming more and more mainstream,
and while the individual components
of it are sometimes in question,
blockchain, the technology behind it,
is widely considered here to stay. As
a trusted security technology, its uses
extend beyond crypto into areas like
medical data and real estate.

• Mobile commerce. From Apple Pay

There's more to it than "Lift with your legs." Remember this advice
from the National Safety Council: First, calculate whether the load
may be too heavy. Get help if you aren't sure you can easily lift it Always
stretch before lifting and carrying if you have been sitting or inactive
for a time. Start with feet apart, one foot slightly ahead of the other
for a wide base of support. Bend at the knees and squat down. Arch
your back slightly and keep your head up in a natural way during the
lift. You'll get more power from large muscles of the legs and keep the
weight off your back. Keep objects as close as possible to your body. Lift
smoothly. Avoid jerky movements, twisting, and side bending. With the
load in hand, stand up straight.

and Google Wallet to Venmo or other
ways to pay for goods and services,
our phones are becoming our debit
and credit cards. Expect more cashless
transactions in 2020.

• Analytics. It's all about data, data and

more data. Prescriptive analytics is
the next big thing, meaning there's a
component of offering options for how
to make use of that information.
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A scrumptious look at the history of pies

"Kindness is a
language which the
deaf can hear and
the blind can see."
Mark Twain

A

t first blush, it might seem like a classic
that has remained pretty steady and
predictable over the years. Pie is pie, right?
Look a little closer. It turns out, we can sneak
a peek into history and fads when we consider
what types of pie were popular at the time.
Consider these, from Taste of Home:
• Earliest pies. Probably meat pies and fruit
pies. As long as there have been apples,
someone has put them into a crust.
• Icebox Pie. Nothing screams old-timey
like the term icebox. This dessert came to
prominence in the 1910s, when insulated
boxes with ice were still a popular method
of keeping food cold.
• Vinegar Pie. Though it sounds more like
a punishment than a dessert, this custardtype pie, which emerged during the Great
Depression when ingredients were limited,
apparently has a mellow sweet-tart flavor.
• Jell-O Pie. A little Jell-O, a little fruit, a pie
crust: boom. 1950s, anyone?
• Mini Pies. These took off in the 2010s. Are
we more indecisive about fruit or cream
pies? Do we just like to sample? Is it a byproduct of a tapas phase? Who knows. And
who cares, so long as they're delicious!
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• Allergen-friendly pies. Also, a recent trend,
pies today can be nut free, gluten free, dairy
free, Keto, you name it. Again, so long as
it's yummy, bring it!

Maybe charter a flight?

Are chartered flights only the realm of
sports teams and the super wealthy?
Maybe not. You can purchase seats on
a chartered flight individually or get a
group rate. If you've got a group, you
might find a charter flight surprisingly
within reach. And if you fly more
than 150 hours a year, private jets are
likely less expensive than commercial,
says Forbes. Options include booking
individual flights or joining a private
jet club. Memberships typically start at
about $1,000 a month plus charter fees.
If you book it by the hour, a chartered
flight can easily run $4,000 an hour
(for a turboprop) or more. The website
aircharterserviceusa quotes a flight from
LA to Washington in a midsize Learjet
at about $30,000 for up to six passengers.
Split nine ways and no security line?
Could be worth it.

OF INTEREST

When the nations of North America
were finally revealed

P

resident Thomas Jefferson was deeply
curious about the peoples who lived in
the West of the unexplored American
continent. Rumor was all he had to go on
since only a few white fur traders had ever
ventured into the unknown West.

Here is an idea by 12th century
mathematician Leonardo Fibonacci of
Pisa that even those uncertain about
math can understand.

AMERICAN INDIAN HERITAGE MONTH
According to "Undaunted Courage," by
Stephen Ambrose, Jefferson speculated that
the native American peoples were wandering
Welshmen or even the lost tribes of Israel.
In 1804, when he sent explorers, Meriwether
Lewis and William Clark into the unknown,
Jefferson found out the peoples of the West
were much more interesting than his speculations.
In the fall of 1804, Lewis and Clark met a Sioux clan in the upper Missouri.
The 900-person nomadic group, living in 100 teepees, lived on a horse and
buffalo economy. Lewis and Clark were invited to a Sioux council. With
much ceremony, they were carried on a decorated buffalo robe to a huge
council teepee.
Inside the lodge, Ambrose reports that 70 elders and warriors sat in a circle
to smoke, and attempted to discuss trade, even though language barriers. Later,
the two watched a war dance and commented on the music and drums, which
they said were delightful.
They feasted on buffalo.
This was the extraordinary beginning of the explorers' encounter with the
many and varied peoples of the West. They met the Omaha, the Mandan,
Poncas, Oto, Missouri, and more, peoples whose names and ways are still part
of the vast canvas of North America.

How to finally get some sleep on a plane

Fibonacci Day 11-23
(Get it?)

For the "there are two types of people in the world" genre, here's another
one: those who can sleep on a plane, and those who can't. If you're in the
latter, there's hope. Here are a few tips to help you sleep at 30,000 feet:
• Bring a neck pillow and an eye mask. And get over yourself. Sleep is
more important than looks.
• Noise-canceling headphones. Drown out the awful airplane relaxation
station and play your own tunes. Also helps with noisy children and
adults who don't turn down the volume on their devices.
• Wear comfy clothing and comfortable shoes. Airlines recommend you
don't take off your shoes, in case of turbulence. You might find your
shoes in the next aisle. However, you could loosen laces on tie shoes.
• Avoid alcohol, which actually disturbs sleep.

Although it seems simple, the
sequence of numbers he identified to
Western mathematicians is used even
today in computer algorithms.
Try to identify what is
happening in this series
of numbers:
(0), 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13,
21, 34, 55, 89, 144, etc
An entire journal
is dedicated to this
sequence of numbers
and the sequence
appears today in
search techniques,
data structures, and
distributed systems.
If those applications
sound complicated, the
sequence also appears in
nature: The arrangement
of leaves on a stem
can follow this sequence. An artichoke
flowering pattern does, too. Even the
arrangement of a pine cone's bracts
follows this sequence.
In the East, in India for example,
the Fibonacci Sequence was
identified and used as early as 450 BC
and its pattern is found in the meter
and verse in Sanskrit.
Here's the answer to the sequence,
if you haven't yet figured it out: Each
number is the sum of the two preceding
numbers. 1=0+1, 2=1+1, 3=2+1,
5=3+2, etc. In honor of the sequence,
November 23 has been named
Fibonacci Day, written 1123 . . . you see
the significance!
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Go ahead! Sell your home during the holidays

"Whenever you
are to do a thing,
though it can never
be known but to
yourself, ask yourself
how you would act
were all the world
looking at you, and
act accordingly."
Thomas Jefferson

C

onventional wisdom tells us to list our
homes for sale during the spring and that
nobody is buying in the dead of winter –
especially during the holidays.
But that's flat-out incorrect. While it's true
that there are fewer sales overall, that doesn't
mean your house can't or won't sell quickly,
and at a good price. In November 2018,
according to the National Association of
Realtors, existing home sales actually rose 1.9
percent to a seasonally adjusted rate of 5.32
million units. That's a lot of properties. In fact,
there are a number of solid reasons to sell
during the holidays:
• Less competition. With less inventory
available, you have a better chance
at holding your price. There was an
average four-month supply of inventory
in November 2018 compared with a
4.4-month supply in June 2019.
• Buyers are more serious. People who
are buying a home during the holiday
season often need to move or are simply
much more serious about their search
(or they simply didn't get involved in the
holiday excitement).
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• Closings can happen faster. A slower

season can be to your advantage when it
comes to paperwork. With fewer closings in
the queue, yours can take place faster than
it might in the hectic seasons.

• Company bonuses and relocations.

Again, a buyer with intent. Most corporate
relocations happen in January and
February. These folks are serious about
moving and aren't wasting a lot of time
window-shopping.

• Houses look and smell great during the
holidays. We tend to worry about making
our properties sparkle for showings, but
it's just as important to show that this is
a home. And what's better than warm
cookies or some well-placed decorations
(don't overdo it) to invite people in?

Telecommuting more common
According to a Society of Human
Resources Management survey, in
1996 just 20% of employers offered
telecommuting. Since then, the number
has soared to well over 60 percent.

OF INTEREST

Above the din, can we hear
a thank you?

Paint colors for 2020
reflect nature, calm

D

oes it seem a little noisy? Politics,
work, the stock market, family. The
cacophony of modern life sometimes
seems overwhelming.

Thinking of painting and missed the
annual announcement about the hot
colors for 2020? We've got you covered.
Here are some paint companies' colors
of the year:

Thanksgiving is a kind of simple
refuge from all that. We can enjoy a great
meal, a football game, reminiscing with
friends and relatives, and we can make
our own, more pleasant din.

• Sherwin-Williams

That alone should be enough to
make us grateful. Gratitude was almost
certainly an element of the Pilgrims' first
Thanksgiving in 1621. The event – now
both criticized and beloved, steeped in
myth both bad and good – was a festive
break from hardship. They didn't know
yet their harvest would be disappointing. They didn't yet know that they would
ultimately reject goods held in common for private property rights.
The Pilgrim's story rings with gratitude, but also desperation. In England,
they were imprisoned and impoverished because they wished to worship
their own way. They went to Holland, where they could worship, but perhaps
no longer remain English: It was their identity and pride. So they traveled 66
days to the New World in a leaky ship, over angry waves, stuffed into a ship's
hold, seasick and frightened. They landed in what was the wilderness of Cape
Cod in November. Whatever comfort could be found, they would have to
make it themselves. Half of the pilgrims died in the winter of 1621, leaving
just 52 to carry on.
They suffered all this just to be true to themselves: To worship as they
pleased, own their work, speak their own language, and govern themselves.
On Thanksgiving, let us be grateful that we have these freedoms.

went with a navy
blue called Naval
SW 6244. The
shade is relaxing
but also pairs
well with muted
palettes as well
as bolder ones.
A company spokesman predicted
the next decade will mark the return
of bolds and individuality over the
neutrals that have dominated.

• Behr went with

a shade of green
called Dragonfly, a
muted shade that
aims to bring the
colors of nature
indoors.

• PPG went with a rich jewel tone called
Chinese Porcelain, a shade of blue
meant to instill calmness, reduce
anxiety, and encourage sleep.

What's a green Realtor?

We tend to think about ways to make our homes more green, whether that
means installing solar panels, using less water, or cleaning with nontoxic
supplies. But what about when it's time to move or sell? Can you find a
Green Realtor? What does that even mean? The National Association
of Realtors (NAR) has a special green designation for Realtors who
complete program requirements with NAR's Green Designation. Those
agents also get membership in the Green Resource Council, which
provides sustainable education on existing and new homes to real estate
agents. NAR says Green Realtors help buyers recognize energy-inefficient
homes; identify the best brands for upgrades; identify where eco-friendly
upgrades can be beneficial and where they're unnecessary; and conduct a
complimentary energy audit.

• Stay tuned. More announcements are
coming, including Pantone's Annual
Color of the Year choice. Rumors
abound that it will reflect colors of the
sea set off by browns.
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SENIOR LIVING

Boredom can be a good thing sometimes

"Fitness is like
marriage. You can't
cheat on it and
expect it to work."
Bonnie Pfiester,
trainer and speaker

W

neuroscientists among us, that means our
organizing and understanding of things
is hard at work. Reflection, which leads to
insight, can better take place.

But is that a good thing? Probably not

It's why we step away from the laptop and
get an ah-ha moment when out for a walk
or wake up in the morning with fresh ideas
(albeit after a cup or two of coffee).

hen we were younger and complained
of being bored, our parents told us to
go outside and play. Find something to
do. Figure it out. Now? Many of us grab our
phones to text a friend, check email, see how
many Likes we got on our latest photo. And
boredom is averted.
Boredom and its oft-related cousin,
daydreaming, may serve a very important
purpose in our brain, allowing it to rest
while also sorting out the thornier issues
of our lives. Creativity is born from mindwandering, and it's not just the artsy kind
– engineers and tech folks can find solutions
when they loosen their hold.
Scientists point out that most of the studies
on the neuroscience of daydreaming have
only been done within the past 10 years. But
those studies have been enlightening.
When our brains wander, neuroscientists
discovered, they use the "default mode."
Brain-imaging technology has found that
the brain is still extraordinarily active in this
mode, however. The medial temporal lobe,
medial prefrontal cortex, and the posterior
cingulate cortex are active. For the non-
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So maybe the next time we hear that
cringeworthy, "I'm so booored" from the next
room, we can smile and think, "Good."

Good blood pressure equals
good brain function

Controlling blood pressure is one of the
most straight-forward ways of preventing
one form of cognitive decline. According
to Duke Medicine Health News, high blood
pressure can lead to tiny strokes in the
brain, a condition called vascular dementia.
These little strokes take a toll on memory,
reasoning, judgment and a general decline
in thought processes. Controlling blood
pressure also reduces the risk of major
cardiovascular problems. So, it seems, what
is good for the heart is good for the brain.

SENIOR LIVING

Slang: Taking it from old-school
up to Millennial

Simple kitchen hacks
to make life easier

B

efore you get too indignant about
the loss of real language and the rise
of textspeak and slang, keep in mind
that you, too, used slang, much to the
chagrin of your elders.
Yes – slang has been around forever.
Need some reminders? If you are of a
certain age, some or all of these may
sound familiar:
• Gas. As in, isn't he a gas?
• Made in the shade. Someone who
had it easy or who had it all together
had it "made in the shade."
• Peepers. Got a set of beautiful
peepers? Sounds a little creepy these
days, but "Jeepers creepers, where'd
you get those peepers?"
• Square. Man, what an insult!
Nobody wanted to be accused of being a square.
• Drip. Similarly, you didn't want to be totally uncool, or a total drip.
• Fuzz. Long before po-po (which isn't current anymore, either), there was the
"fuzz," or police.
• Duck butt. A greaser hair cut that was slick and combed in the back to meet
in the middle. Great visual, that one.

Can you speak Millennial?
It's a byproduct of every generation: new slang. And while you probably
don't want to be that older person who tries to talk like someone half their
age, it's nevertheless helpful to at least understand what your younger family
members or colleagues are talking about. So how about a very brief overview of
slang used by millennials, the generation born between 1981 and 1996?
• Ghosting. Popular in online dating vernacular, ghosting can happen most
anywhere and involves abruptly cutting off communication without warning
(or common courtesy).
• Slay. No, it's not violent, though it does mean you killed it -- whether your
outfit slayed, your hair, or you slayed your job interview.
• Extra. Over the top, but in a way, that’s trying too hard.
• Lit. In essence, it means something's cool. Or groovy, not that any millennial
would say that.
• Bae. Whether a boyfriend/girlfriend or best friend (or maybe even coffee),
bae is short for "before anyone else."
• Shook. Usually, in disbelief. ÒBae, IÕm shook.Ó
• Throw shade. To insult someone, usually in a subtle-not-subtle way.
• Basic. Someone who's pretty mainstream and only into popular culture.

One of the juggling acts for any
caregiver is how to help make your loved
one's home easier to navigate while
retaining the warmth and character of
the space. Even when mobility is limited,
the kitchen is probably
still one of the most-used
rooms in the house. Here
are some inexpensive
ideas to improve the
space while keeping its
personality:
• Replace those traditional
skinny light switches
with wide rocker
switches – they're easier
to turn on and off.
• Paint the inside of
cabinets white to make
items easier to see.
• Put an anti-fatigue mat
by the sink. It's non-skid
and can help with foot
and back pain.
• Use LED lights and install task lighting
in areas like work spaces and storage
cabinets
• Replace pull knobs with wider handles.
•L
 ook for ways to allow for items to be
pulled out, like slide shelving and dowels
that enable you to stand cookie sheets
and the like on end rather than stacking
them. Drawers and pullout shelves are
easier to use, no matter the age.
• Consider installing an induction
cooktop, which turns off when a pot or
pan is removed from the burner.
• Have a phone available. Whether
it's a traditional unit, cell phone, or
emergency contact device, it's always a
good idea to have a method of contact
readily available in every room.
• Consider a seated workspace for
prepping and other tasks.
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Meet Our Gamily

Christopher Fisne, Social Media Manager

reside. I love the lifestyle there and people are
generally friendlier; not to mention there are
magnificent views everywhere you look.

What song have you completely
memorized?: Shallow by Lady Gaga and

Bradley Cooper

Name: Christopher Fisne
Role: Social Media Manager
How long have you been a GAMily Member?:
A little over a month

Do you have any Pets?: No
What do you wish you knew more about?:

Anything world history related. I wish I paid
more attention in social studies.

Favorite part about working for GAM?:

What website to you visit most often?:

I like having dogs in the office at all times
because it always brightens my day!
Interesting fact: I have been to five continents.

What job would you be terrible at?:

How do you keep a healthy work/life
balance?: It helps to have everything planned

out for the week ahead – allowing time for
projects that may take a little longer than
projected. I make sure that all of my first
priorities are completed before I’m done for
the day. Additionally, I like to work out in
the mornings before starting work because it
helps keep me energized throughout the day.
Being organized and having a schedule is key
for having a healthy work/life balance.

Is the glass half empty or half full?:
Always half full

What are you most proud of?: Living in New
Zealand for five months by myself and studying
at a different university while I was there.
What would be the most amazing
adventure to go on?: I would love to live

somewhere else for a year. Somewhere like
New Zealand would be a great place to
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Instagram

Being a nurse, I give major props to all of the
nurses out there.

What would be your first question after
waking up from being cryogenically frozen
for 100 years?: Can you refreeze me?
What shows are you into?:
The Amazing Race, American Horror Story,
Broad City, Dead to Me, and Euphoria.

What age do you wish you could
permanetely be?: 21
What is something you like to do the oldfashoned way?: I prefer to call friends instead
of texting them.

What is your favorite season?: Fall, because it
is the easiest season to dress for.

What is something that a ton of people are
obsessed with but you just don’t get the
point of?: Camouflage
What is something you will NEVER do
again?: I will never bungee jump again; that is

a one and done off of my bucket list!

PHOTO PUZZLE

Photo puzzle: Find the 10 . . . plus a few more

Your 10 Finds
1.____________________________________________________________
2.____________________________________________________________
3.____________________________________________________________
4.____________________________________________________________
5.____________________________________________________________
6.____________________________________________________________
7.____________________________________________________________
8.____________________________________________________________
9.____________________________________________________________
10.____________________________________________________________

Last Month's Puzzle
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